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Abstract 
In this note we prove that every finite Markov chain can be decomposed into a cascade 
product of a Bernoulli process and several simple permutation-reset deterministic automata. 
The original chain is a state-homomorphic image of the product. By doing so we give a positive 
answer to an open question stated in (Paz, 1971) concerning the decomposability of probabilis- 
tic systems. Our result is based on the observation that in probabilistic transition systems, 
“randomness” and “memory” can be separated so as to allow the non-random part to be 
treated using common deterministic automata-theoretic techniques. The same separation 
technique can be applied to other kinds of non-determinism as well. 
The object of our study is a probabilistic input-output state-transition system. Its 
definition is not new and has appeared under various names in the past (e.g., [l, 6,7]). 
Definition 1 (Probabilistic transition sytems). A probabilistic transition system (PTS) 
is a quadruple ~4 = (X, Q. Y, p) where X is the input alphabet, Q is the state-space, 
Y is the output alphabet and p: Q x X x Q x Y+ [0, l] is the input-transition- 
output probability function satisfying for every q E Q, x E X: 
*A preliminary version of this note (including an example) appeared in: STACS 93 Proc. 10th Annual 
Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science (P. Enjalbert, A. Finkel and K.W. Wagner, Eds.), 
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 665, pp. 586594, Springer, Berlin 1993. The results presented in 
this paper have been obtained while the author was with INRIAJRISA, Rennes, France. 
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The intuitive meaning of this definition is that whenever d is in a state q and reads 
the input x it will move to state q’ and emit y with probability p(q, x, q’, y). Several 
well-known models can be considered as degenerate variants of PTSs where either 
X or Q are singletons, 1YI < IQ1 or some additional constraints are imposed upon p. 
Among them we mention: 
A Markov chain: X is a singleton, Y = Q and p(q, x, q’, y) > 0 only if q’ = y. The 
intuitive meaning is that the behavior of the chain depends only on the passage 
of time, and the observable output coincides with the internal state. In this case 
we will refer to the transition probability (also known as transition matrix) as 
P(49 4’). 
A deterministic input-output automaton: for every qEQ, XCX there exists exactly 
one q’E Q, YE Y such that p(q, x, q’, y) = 1. In this case we can express p using 
a transition function S:Q x X + Q and an output function r:Q x X + Y. 
A Bernoulli process: both X and Q are singletons. In this case the system has no 
memory and no input and it produces its output according to a fixed probability 
distribution. 
One of the most important notions concerning transition systems is the notion of 
homomorphism. A system d2 is homomorphic to dr if, in some sense, d2 approxim- 
ates -01,. 
Definition 2 (PTS homomorphism). Given two PTSs dr = (X, Q, Y, pl) and d2 = 
(X, Q2, Y, pz), a (state) homomorphism from ~#r to &I is a surjective function 
cp:Q,-,Q,suchthatforevery(q,,x,q;,y)~Q~xXxQ~xYandeveryq,~q~-~(q~) 
we have 
P2(42, x, 4k Y) = c Pl(41, x3 q;, Y). 
4; E(P-%;) 
We denote this fact by d2 <‘p d1 . Two systems are isomorphic if rp is a bijection. 
Intuitively this definition means that d2 can be constructed by partitioning Q2 into 
blocks in such a way that the transition probabilities between the blocks are consis- 
tent with the transition probabilities between their elements.’ It can be seen that in the 
case of O-l probabilities this notion coincides with the familiar notion of automaton 
homomorphism, namely, (p@(q, x)) = &((p(q), x). It can be shown that PTS 
homomorphism is transitive, i.e., d2 <+,&i and ~3~ < ti d2 imply .E@‘~ GB&r where 
C9=+cp. 
Two PTS can be connected together such that the output of the first is the input of 
the second, or formally: 
‘This is also termed the lumpability condition in the Markovian terminology. 
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Definition 3 (Cascade product). Given two PTSs di = (X, Qr, 2, pi) and dz = (2, 
Qz, Y, pz), their cascade product is d i 0 d2 = (X, Q, Y, p) where Q = Q1 x Qz and for 
every (qr,&, (4;, qi)EQ, XEX and YE Y: 
P((41,42), wl~&)~ Y) = 1 P1(41> x3 dl,z)-P2(42,z, &vY) 
ZEZ 
This definition can be extended to a family dl, . . . , dk of PTSs such that the input 
alphabet of -rQi+ 1 is the output alphabet of di. It reduces to the common notion of 
cascade product when both systems are deterministic, Z = X x Qi and Y = Q2. In 
that case we have the following well-known result [4], stating that every finite 
automaton can be constructed from simple building blocks: 
Theorem 1 (Cohn-Rhodes decomposition). Every deterministic automaton d is in- 
verse-homomorphic to a cascade product of simple permutation automata and reset 
automata. 
This theorem is beyond the scope of this note, so we will only mention that: 
1. The permutation groups of the components divide the subgroup of the trans- 
formation semigroup of d (which implies that counter-free automata can be decom- 
posed into a cascade of reset automata). 
2. The number of automata in the cascade is bounded by IQI. 
3. The number of states in the decomposition can be exponential in 1 Q 1. 
Additional details can be found in [2,3,5]. With respect o this theorem, the following 
question has been asked in [6, p. 1151: Can every Markov system be “embedded” in 
a non-trivial way into a cascade type interconnection of systems which have a specific 
simple form? In other words, is there any theorem which can be proved for Markov 
systems and which parallels in some way the Krohn-Rhodes theorem for the determinis- 
tic case? 
First we will show how to decompose a finite-state PTS into an isomorphic cascade 
product of a Bernoulli process and a deterministic automaton. For simplicity we will 
consider the degenerate case of a Markov chain, and show that every such chain can 
be simulated by a product of two systems, the first one taking care of the randomness 
and the other behaving deterministically according to the outcome of the former. In 
other words, instead of throwing a difirent coin at every state, we throw each time the 
same (but a much larger) coin, whose outcome tells us which transition to take from 
each of the states we might be in. The probabilities of all the possible trajectories of the 
original chain and those of its associated ecomposition are the same. 
Definition 4 (Probability of transformations). For a set Q = {ql, . . . , q,,}, we let 
M = QQ denote the set of all n” transformation on Q. Equipped with the composition 
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operation, M is a semigroup. With every Markov chain’ d = ({x*}, Q, Q, p) we 
associate a function rc: M + [0, l] by letting 
rr(m) = fi P(4i9 m(qi)). 
i=l 
Claim 1. CmeM7r(m) = 1. 
Proof. Follows from 
Claim 2 (New decomposition I). Every Markou chain ~4 = ({x*}, Q, Q, p) with 
IQ1 = n is isomorphic to a cascade product of a Bernoulli generator with at most n” 
outcomes and a deterministic n-state automaton. 
Proof. We define a Bernoulli process W = ({x*}, (q*), M, 7~) and a deterministic 
automaton d’ = (M, Q, p’) where for all m E M, q E Q, p’(q, m, m(q)) = 1. Their prod- 
uct % = L% 0 d’ is a Markov chain V = ({x*}, {q*} x Q, Q, p) where p is defined as 
P((4*, 4), (4*, 4’)) = C n(m). p’(4, my 4’) = P(4,4? 
mehf 
and the straightforward state bijection (p((q*, q)) = q is indeed a PTS isomorphism 
between d and %. 0 
In order to take advantage of this decomposition result and combine it with the 
Krohn-Rhodes decomposition we need (a weak version of) the following: 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we let Y = Q x S and thus g 0 &1 = (X, Q x R, 
Q x S, &) and W 0 d2 = (X, Q x S, Q x S, p2). Based on the assumed homomorphism 
cp:R + S we construct a surjective mapping cp:Q x R+ Q x S by letting 
rp(q, r) = (q, q(r)). According to our definition, (p is a homomorphism if for every 
x E X, y E Y, (q, s), (q’, s’) E Q x S and for every (q, r) E qp- 1 (q. s): 
P2((4,$ x3 (4, S’)? Y) = 1 PI ((4,4, x9 (4, r?, ~1. 
(q’,r%-‘(q’,s’) 
2We omit the singleton input and the output (which is identical to the state) from the definition of p. 
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Using the definition of the product we get: 
~P(%WWP (7 2 s z, s’, Y) = 1 1 p(4, x, 4, z).h(r, z, r’, Y). 
r’e+-‘(s’) z&z 
Since p(q, x, q’, z) does not depend on r we can rearrange the right-hand side 
and get 
2 p(4, x, 4’, 4. p2@, z, s’, Y) = 5 td4, x, 4’, 4. 1 PI (I, 4 r’, Y) 
r’E+-‘(S’) 
which follows from the fact that cp is a homomorphism. 0 
Corollary 1 (New decomposition II). Every jnite Markou chain is inverse homomor- 
phic to a cascade product of a Bernouli process and a chain of deterministic permutation- 
reset automata. 
Proof. Follows from the above and the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem 
(Theorem 1). 0 
Remark. Our Claim 2 can be improved using the following result [6, pp. 11, 121: 
Every probabilistic n x n matrix can be written as 1% 1 piAi where for every i, 
0 < pi $ 1, Ai is a O-l matrix, Cyzl pi = 1 and m < n2. Hence, a Bernoulli generator 
and a deterministic automaton over an n2 alphabet suffice. 
It is worth mentioning that this technique works for other types of finite 
non-determinism as well. For example, it is possible to decompose any non- 
deterministic automaton with input into an inverse-homomorphic (in the appropri- 
ate sense of homomorphism) cascade consisting of a non-deterministic one- 
state input-output automaton and a deterministic automaton. In this way the results 
in [S] concerning the translation from counter-free automata to formulas of past 
temporal logic can be extended to non-deterministic automata without explicit 
determinization. 
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